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The experimental results of AC sus eptibility, magnetization, and heat
apa ity of poly rystalline La0:67 Ca0:33 Mn1 x Fex O3 (x = 0, 0:01, 0:06,
0:06 57 Fe, 0:10 57 Fe and 0:015 57 Fe) are presented. A nonlinear redu tion of
the ordering temperature TC and a diminishing anomaly in heat apa ity
with in reasing Fe ontents were found. A similar lowering of the AC
signal by external magneti eld was observed for all samples but frequen y
dependent ee ts are visible for x  0:06 and M (H ) for those ompositions
do not show saturation at T lose to riti al temperatures. The results are
dis ussed based on formation of mi ros ale magneti lusters.
PACS numbers: 75.30.m, 75.30.Cr, 75.47.Lx, 75.40.s

Manganite perovskites of the R1 y Cay MnO3 type are re ently of a great
interest due to both the o urren e of olossal magnetoresistan e in these
materials and the ele troni mi ros ale inhomogeneities possibly responsible
for CMR. The phase separation an be nely tuned by hanging the magneti order either by partial blo king of double ex hange (DE) Mn4+ Mn3+
intera tions or by hemi al pressure. The alteration in magneti intera tions
may be a hieved e.g. by the substitution of Fe3+ for Mn ations, the pro ess
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ausing partial hange of Mn valan e [1, 2℄ yet introdu ing no additional
distortion and the symmetry modi ation of the system [3℄. To pre isely
evaluate the ee t of Mn substitution by iron, we have performed studies
of La0:67 Ca0:33 Mn1 x Fex O3 ompounds. In this work, we report the AC
magneti sus eptibility, magnetization and spe i heat data for the polyrystalline samples with x = 0, 0:01, 0:06, 0:06 57 Fe, 0:10 57 Fe and 0:015 57 Fe.
The results of AC sus eptibility studies are shown in Fig. 1. The Curie
temperature TC was determined as the ine tion point of AC vs T urve.
With in reasing Fe on entration TC was found to de rease nonlinearly indiating a diminishing of magneti intera tions due to the blo king of Mn4+ 
3+ double ex hange. The overall shape of AC urve is similar for all samMn
ples. A signi ant de rease of the AC signal below TC in applied external
DC magneti eld (up to 2 kOe) was observed and the riti al temperature
was shifted slightly to higher temperature as determined from the position of
the spe i heat anomaly (the shift is 3 K for 2 kOe in ase of x = 0 sample).
Sin e both Mn4+ and Mn3+ ions exist in these materials, and also Fe3+ ions
are randomly distributed within the latti e the system may be magneti ally
frustrated, that often leads to spin glass state [4℄, or to ele troni inhomogeneities on the mi ros ale ( luster glasses) [1, 5℄. To he k for these ee ts
frequen y dependen e of AC sus eptibility was measured and we have found
that positions of maxima in AC depend on frequen y for x  0:06. Magneti order has been further studied in sele ted samples by magnetization
vs magneti eld strength H measurements (Fig. 2). All measured samples,
at T < TC , display M (H ) dependen e with the negligible remanen e and
the apparent la k of saturation, ex ept at 4.2 K. Temperature dependen e
of magneti moment per La0:67 Ca0:33 Mn1 x Fex O3 mole ule is shown in the
inset of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Magneti moment m(H ) isotherms for La0:67 Ca0:33 Mn0:94 57 Fe0:06 O3 . The
inset shows the temperature dependen e of magneti moment per mole ule for
sele ted samples.

Our results suggest that for x  0:06 the examined materials do not exhibit typi al ferromagneti stru ture; in fa t the results qualitatively resemble those shown in [4℄ that were onsidered a proof of a spin glass behavior.
However those ee ts, espe ially frequen y dependant AC , may arise from
magneti domain wall movement [1, 6℄. Also, the Arrott plots for x = 0:06
sample (Fig. 3) are linear, i.e. hara teristi for ferromagnet, ontrary to
those presented in [4℄. Criti al temperature al ulated from those plots
mat h exa tly that evaluated from AC . Finally for x = 0:10, although no
long range magneti order was found, the neutron depolarization te hnique
revealed the presen e of a. 2 m magneti lusters [1℄ not a spin glass state.
Our results qualitatively onrm those ndings, and the following pi ture
may arise. With in reasing x magneti intera tions are hanged onsiderably by Fe3+ ions blo king DE hannels and oupling antiferromagneti ally
with Mn that may form Mn-ri h ferromagneti lusters linked by Fe-ri h
antiferromagneti regions. Assuming that only those ferromagneti lusters
give rise to the observed magneti moment and that, within a luster, mean
+3 Mn+4 moment is present (i.e. 3.7B ), then 0.27 (x = 0:06) and
Mn
0.35 (x = 0:10) Mn ions per ea h mole ule should not ontribute to the
luster moments. This would mean that one Fe ion blo ks ferromagneti
intera tions for a. 4 Mn ions.
The results of the spe i heat measurements show the onset of a phase
transition for x = 0, 0:01 and for 0:06 (57 Fe) at temperatures that mat h
the relevant magneti TC . Under an applied magneti eld of 2 kOe the
upward shift of the transition temperature was observed for x = 0 and 0:01.
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Fig. 3. Arrot plots obtained from the magnetization urve for
La0:67 Ca0:33 Mn0:94 57 Fe0:06 O3 .

The peaks gradually broaden with x and for x = 0:06 (57 Fe) only a tiny
kink is seen. The entropy released at the transition temperature apparently
diminishes with x what suggests that only ertain regions within a sample
are ferromagneti ally ordered, as mentioned above, or the sample is only
partially ordered.
In on lusion, we have observed nonlinear TC redu tion with in reasing
Fe ontents and a diminishing anomaly in heat apa ity. The results are
dis ussed based on the formation of submi rometer s ale magneti inhomogeneities.
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